
  MAX. OPERATING WEIGHT 550 lbs.

  WEIGHT 23-27 lbs

  HEIGHT RANGE 21”-32”

  WIDTH 28” x 21” x 28”

  LENGTH 65”

  TOP Contour

  PADDING (CFC FREE) Semi-Firm, Plush, Firm

  UPHOLSTERY (PVC FREE) TerraTouch™, UltraTouch™ 
choose from over 20 colors!

  STANDARD Ultimate Access Ends

  OPTIONS  QuickLock™ Face Rest Platform, 
Arm Hammock, Field Feet, 

 Recess Fillers, and many more
 of our accessories

ADVANTA™

USA
ASSEMBLED BY

HAND IN THE

1. PATENTED INTEGRAHINGE™ 
 Oakworks® exclusive design integrates the attachment of the bracing  
 system to offer incredible strength and lighter weight that no piano  
 hinge can match. 

2. UNILOCK™ 
 Super quick, easy to use closure system. Won’t rip your sheets.

3. ERGONOMIC CONTOUR TOP 
 Exceptional body mechanics for you and lighter weight
 for easy carrying. (Sample image shown in Saffron upholstery)

4. COMPLEMENTARY SUSPENSION SYSTEM   
 Designed to be the strongest system on the market while ensuring the  
 best access to your client by allowing you to get your legs under the   
 sides and the ends of the table, at any height! 

5. EXCEPTIONAL FRAME STRENGTH   
 Frames are built on a computerized machine for accuracy and strength,  
 utilizing box joints that are glued and screwed together. 

6. TELESCOPING LEGS   
 Easy push button adjustment for quick height changes.

4. 5.1. 2. 3. 6.

Bold - Standard   •   Italic - Additional Charge

Optional Recess Fillers:  
Attach as needed for additional width.
Shown in Opal upholstery.

  he Advanta™ is the ultimate lightweight table for those therapists looking to 
maximize proper ergonomics. £ is unique table incorporates a special contour 
top that allows for superior therapist access to any size client as well as providing 
unmatched leg room underneath the table. With a working weight of 550 lbs, 
this engineering wonder only weighs 24 lbs, making it the lightest yet strongest 
ergonomically built table on the market.

CS System™ (Complementary Suspension) : U.S. Patent #6,192,809

UniLock™: U.S. Patent # 7,472,656

Shown in Ruby upholstery with optional 
QuickLock™ face rest platform & 
Aero•Cel™ face rest crescent
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Ultra-luxury. UltraTouch™. Environmentally conscious, 
premium polyurethane. It’s even softer than TerraTouch™, yet 
holds its shape better than any other upgraded upholstery on the 
market. Treat yourself and your clients to the nurturing softness 
of UltraTouch™. The enticing price will encourage you to say 
yes. Order it with our Aero·Cel™ padding for a plush elegance 
that is sure to ease your clients into a special state of bliss.

UPHOLSTERY 
One more investment in wellbeing.  For years, vinyl, also 
known as polyvinyl chloride, has been the standard for massage 
tables. Oakworks® is proud to bring you our TerraTouch™, 
a revolutionary, earth-friendly upholstery fabric, made from 
environmentally friendly, PVC-free premium polyurethane. 
We designed it with the best features for bodywork. And, only 
TerraTouch™ comes in this great palette of eye-pleasing colors.  

    • a soft “hand” for ultra comfort
    • a great memory to retain its shape
    • excellent abrasion and tear resistance
    • high oil and cold endurance
    • easy to clean

ULTRATOUCH™ 

TERRATOUCH™ 

AERO•CEL™ PADDING
New technology in padding options now gives you 4” or 6" of more 
resilient support with a softness that conforms to the body’s curves. 
Offering the most relaxing and nurturing environment possible, it’s 
an investment that will return long years of “ahhhhs”. Weighs 4-5 
pounds more than semi-firm.

Our traditional 3” multi-layer, super supportive multi-density system 
for optimal comfort and durability. Its perfect balance of softness 
and support make this padding ideal for bringing relaxation to clients 
everywhere. Weighs 2-3 pounds more than semi-firm.

PLUSH PADDING

SEMI-FIRM PADDINGSEMI-FIRM PADDING
2 ¼” multi-layer, multi-density system for firmer support and 
comfort with easier portability.  Designed for the best balance of 
lighter weight and comfortable support. We use semi-firm on our 
portable tables to determine their published weights.

FIRM PADDINGFIRM PADDING
1 ½” multi-layer, multi-density system provides firm support. 
Weighs 1-2 pounds more than semi-firm.

PADDING
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